
Contact your local 3M Sales Rep to see the new, lightweight 
bumpcap for the 3M Paint Spray PAPR Kit

 
                              It is 3M's most comfortable bumpcap yet !!!
   Your existing 3M PAPR system can easily be upgraded to our new head gear
                                                     (see back page for details) 

3M’s Innovative Change to the 
Paint Spray PAPR Kit

NEW Innovation From 3M
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Important Notice
Product Use: Please remember that many factors beyond 3M’s or seller’s control can affect the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application, including the conditions under which the product 
is used and the time and environmental conditions in which the product is expected to perform. Because these factors are uniquely within the user’s knowledge and control, it is essential that the user evaluate the 
3M product to determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application. 
Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M and seller will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential, regardless 
of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence, or strict liability. The trademarks used in connection with the 3M products shown above are the property of 3M company.

IMPORTANT: 3M products shown in this brochure must be used in accordance with OSHA regulations and the user instructions, warnings, and limitations accompanying each product.

3M™ Belt-Mounted Powered Air Purifying Respirator Painter`s Kit GVP-
PSK2/37335(AAD) - new improved bumpcap
The GVP-PSK2 is a complete, ready to use OV/HE (Organic Vapor/High Efficiency) Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR) 
system. Ideal as a painter`s respirator kit or for use in any application that requires mobility and respiratory protection against 
organic vapors.

UPC Part Nbr. Case Qty/Units

00-051131-37335-8 37335 70071562303 1/EA
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Product Use: Please remember that many factors beyond 3M’s or seller’s control can affect the use and performance of a 3M 
product in a particular application, including the conditions under which the product is used and the time and environmental 
conditions in which the product is expected to perform. Because these factors are uniquely within the user’s knowledge and control, 
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IMPORTANT: 3M products shown in this flyer must be used in accordance with OSHA regulations and the user instructions, 
warnings, and limitations accompanying each product.
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A Simple Way to Upgrade Your 3M PAPR To Our 
Newest Bumpcap

3M™ Versaflo™ Respiratory Faceshield 
Assembly M-105/37314(AAD), with 
Standard Visor and Faceseal
Used with an approved air source, M-100 Series 
faceshields provide respiratory (OSHA APF=25) 
and limited eye (ANSI Z87.1-2003) protection. 
The M-105 is a ready-to-use assembly that 
includes a standard visor and standard faceseal. 

• The M-105 assembly includes a M-925 Visor 
and M-935 Faceseal.  The M-925 visor is made of 
[insert material here].  The M-935 faceseal is 
made of [insert material here] and is appropriate 
for general purpose use.     

UPC Part Nbr. Case Qty/Units
00-051131-37314-3 37314 1/EA

3M™ Breathing Tube BT-
20L/37310(AAD), Medium/Large
The 3M™ Versaflo™ BT-20L Breathing Tube 
connects any Versaflo Headtop to any Versaflo air 
source.  Size: Medium/Large.

UPC Part Nbr. Case Qty/Units
00-051131-37310-5 37310 1/EA

3M™ Versaflo™ Peel-Off Visor Covers 
M-926/37322(AAD), for M-925 
Standard Visor
Used with the 3M™ Versaflo™ M-925 Standard 
Visor. The M-926 Visor Cover fits over the 
standard visor and protects it from scratching or 
overspray of paint and chemicals. Up to five 
covers can be attached, one on top of the other.

UPC Part Nbr. Case Qty/Units
50-051131-37322-3 37322 40/EA

3M™ Versaflo™ Faceshield Head 
Inserts M-170/37318(AAD), for use 
with M-100 Faceshields
The M-170 Faceshield Inserts can be snapped into 
a Versaflo™ M-100 Series Faceshield to create a 
bumpcap.  It also helps protect the wearers head 
from overspray, dust, dirt, or debris.  A pair of 
inserts (left and right) are included.

UPC Part Nbr. Case Qty/Units
00-051131-37318-1 37318 1/EA




